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1. Descriptive approach focuses on describing the_______  and_________of 
government

     	      laws and structure

     	--->> structure and institutions

     	      institutions and laws

     	      institutions and policies

2. A problem which depends upon the perspective from which one sees the world is 
called ________

     	      Personal bias

     	      Selection bias

     	--->> Value bias

     	      Individual bias

3. _________is regarded as the cornerstone of the Rule of law

     	      A dependent judiciary

     	      An independent legislature

     	      A strong executive

     	--->> An independent judiciary

4. The study of Comparative Politics helps to overcome_______ associated with 
ethnocentrism

     	      Debates

     	      Pretences

     	--->> Biases

     	      Angers

5. Those who exercise power as the agents of the state at any given time constitute 
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the________?

     	      Policy makers

     	--->> Political authorities

     	      Politicians

     	      Ruling elite

6. One of the hallmarks  of comparative politics is the adoption of___________method

     	      Comparative

     	      Empirical

     	      Traditional

     	--->> Scientific

7. The new approaches to the study of Government and Politics place more emphasis 
on___________?

     	      Logic

     	--->> Empiricism

     	      Data

     	      Contents

8. The modern era took political studies out of the traditional domain by adopting the 
______tools

     	--->> scientific

     	      mathematical

     	      statistical

     	      computerized

9. ____________strictly seeks to develop theory with medium levels of abstraction?

     	      General-range theory

     	      Low-range theory

     	      General theory
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     	--->> Middle-range theory

10. In a_____  system of government, the ministers of the executive branch are drawn 
from the legislature

     	--->> Parliamentary

     	      Presidential

     	      cabinet

     	      Confederal
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